Regional Operations
Management
Services
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When your agency enters into an agreement with Cubic Services, you gain the added
value of Cubic’s Management Services. With Cubic’s Management Services, your
agency can expect a lower cost of ownership, while minimizing operational and
technology risk. We provide a full complement of business and technical expertise to
assist you during your fare collection system launch, ongoing operations, and strategic
planning for the future.
Cubic has specifically designed Management Services to ensure long term success of your fare collection system. Our
Management Services helps you with planning, oversight and strategic direction of your overall system goals. The benefit to your
agency is reduced risk, costs and overhead, and the ability to focus on your business. And we go beyond the basics to provide
support on nontechnical business issues, too.
Cubic project management professionals will help you deliver projects that are on time, within budget, and that meet your
expectations. We will work with you from concept through project completion and start-up, or we can jump in at any point you
like. Your project will benefit from our expertise in these specialized areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project management
Risk management
Cost control
Schedule adherence
Industry expertise
Knowledge of best practices
Quality assurance and safety measurement

•
•
•
•
•
•

Performance monitoring and quality review
Reporting & information sharing
Analytics
Contract administration and execution
Workflow management
Issue resolution

Throughout the process, Cubic maintains regular communications through regular executive briefings and performance reporting.
We assist your agency in identifying emerging market conditions, and technology innovations, and provide guidelines for market
positioning aimed at retaining and increasing your ridership.
We apply our experience with an intimate knowledge of your operational processes on top of the appropriate technologies to
improve your operations and consequently, your bottom line.

Cubic’s definition of partnership is that we measure our success by your success.
Our resources are experts in the field of project management, engineering, quality
assurance, reporting, construction supervision, design, analysis, contracts
administration and procurement.
Management Services
While other companies may only offer a rigid set of services, Cubic understands you need customized solutions to meet
the needs of your unique environment. Cubic Management Services professionals have a proven track record in project
management with extensive knowledge of the transit industry overall.
Management Services provides you with the people and information you need to be successful. Get product information
or learn the most effective use of our implementation methodology. We’ll help you locate release notes, training
specifications, upgrade schedules, collateral and partner information. It’s your connection to real-time management
personnel.
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